MAPLE WOOD PLASTIC FIBER BOWLS

What makes our bowls diﬀerent from all the others?
We design our bowls with a simple, old school wooden style.
These are bowls that look like they could have been hand crafted by a skilled wood worker, with some of the qualities
of their full-size counterparts.
But our bowls are made using state of the art manufacturing processes and materials, right here in the USA. Everything we use to make our bowls - every sourced material, every tool and every supplier we use is American.
We've taken out 30% of the plastic and replaced it with organic materials. Sawdust, to be exact, from US furniture
mills and window factories. This is combined with safe, certiﬁed clean plastic pellets to make our bowls. The organic
material (sawdust) that goes into the bowls varies, so some colors will vary slightly. Though you can see the wood
ﬁbers in the plastic, the feel of the bowls is silky smooth.
Colors are molded in, not painted on. So there's nothing to ﬂake oﬀ. No Phthalates, BPA, Lead or any other heavy
metals are in our bowls. The plastic part of our bowls is Polypropylene, one of the safest plastics in existence. We also
use a recycle cardboard in our packaging.
Our goal is to balance eco-friendly with safety and sustainability, while making bowls that are aﬀordable and fun.
Enjoy our bowl collection as much as we love making them.

VANGUARD PLASTICS CORP.

BOWL COLOR

UPC CODE

CASE UPC

LAPIS (Blue)

857928006009

10857928006006

PAPRIKA (Red)

857928006016

10857928006013

SAFFRON (Yellow)

857928006023

10857928006020

OATMEAL (White)

857928006030

10857928006037

DRIFTWOOD

857928006047

10857928006044

Maple Origins Maple Wood Fiber
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 3-Pack

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

12" x 12 1/8" x 5" (32 cm x 34 cm x 12,7 cm)
Include Small Bowl / Medium Bowl / Large Bowl

PRODUCT WEIGHT
CASE DIMENSION
CASE QUANTITY
CASE WEIGHT
PALLET QUANTITY
PALLET DIMENSION
PALLET WEIGHT

2,15 lbs

(980 g)

25 1⁄4 " x 24 3/4 " x 10 1⁄2 " (65 x 70 x 26 cm)
8
16,4 lbs (8,8 kg)
128 units (16 cases)
40 inches x 48 inches
150 kg

VANGUARD PLASTICS CORP. - 100 Robert Porter Rd., Southington, CT 06489 - 860.628.4736

